Support during the Covid-19 Pandemic

The past few weeks have shown us, even in
times of uncertainty, our healthcare providers
remain strong and resourceful, all while
continuing to ﬁnd creative ways to maintain
continuity of care.
With many providers facing critical stafﬁng
challenges both in healthcare facilities and
delivering home health services, we would like
to make FieldCentric’s functionality available to
healthcare providers free of charge* during the
Covid-19 Pandemic.
We know that scheduling already scarce
resources, handling call-offs, communicating
with ﬁeld based workers and getting real time
insight into what’s happening on the ground is a
challenge in the best of times.
As we face this unprecedented crisis together,
the team at FieldCentric stand by to help in any
way we can to allow your team to focus on
providing frontline care to those in need.

FieldCentric

FieldCentric
*Conditions apply - Scope to be determined during consultation.

Core Functionality
FieldCentric has a wide range of functionality that can streamline many aspects of providing health services, outlined below is some of our core
functionality that can be implemented quickly and with little impact on existing services.

Communications
& Collaboration

Conﬁgurable
Forms &
Workﬂows

FieldCentric

FieldCentric’s social
communications platform enables
you to streamline secure
communications in the ﬁeld away
from SMS/Email/Social Apps,
quickly rollout BYOD policies and
adhere to working time directives.

FieldCentric’s digital forms allow you to
capture crucial data and evidence from
the ﬁeld. Quick to setup and deploy,
forms can be customised for many
routines and processes and include
photo and signature evidence.

Routing &
Scheduling

Work Finder

FieldCentric’s routing and scheduling tool
can optimize visits and routes to reduce
drive time, accommodate call-offs and
prioritise care. Although typically
integrated with HCM & EMR applications
to get a full picture of available labor and
visits, FieldCentric is able to accommodate
manual uploads to avoid immediate
integrations.

Our work ﬁnder module allows
users to search for and assign to
themselves additional work or visits
when they become available. Push
notiﬁcations alert users to when
new work is available.

